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How can we understand the histories of masochism as structured by capitalism, colonialism and
patriarchy? Are these histories dependent upon the domination of the white male subject and
intelligible only in terms of this very particular form of embodiment? Can the body of the
subaltern, which has a different position in power relations, speak in these histories?

As Amber Jamilla Musser discusses in Sensational Flesh: Race, Power, and Masochism,
nineteenth-century European psychiatrists codified sexual behaviour characteristic of maso-
chism first as a perversion (Richard von Krafft-Ebing) and then as a neurosis (Sigmund Freud)
presupposing sexual role reversal. Only males could enjoy this sexual practice: while for women,
voluntary abdication of control was seen as a natural behaviour, masochism by men was
understood as an exceptional condition subverting prevailing norms. Musser also observes that
masochism has been and is viewed as exceptional by later philosophers: for Michel Foucault, it
exceeded disciplinary regimes that reduce sex to reproduction and produces new, non-genital
pleasures, while Leo Bersani sees it as a form of self-annihilation that goes beyond the dominant
norms of subjectivity that assume agency and rationality. The embrace of the subjugated
position resists traditional gender roles, but only for white males. Thus, philosophical readings of
masochism as a social critique eradicate all other forms of embodiment differently situated in
the existing configuration of power relations. The delegation of power to the other presupposes
the privilege of the masochist. On the other hand, according to radical feminists, wilful
powerlessness cannot be enjoyed by women, as well as other oppressed people, since they can
never choose their oppression; instead, it is imposed on them.

Musser queers this understanding of masochism as an exceptional subversive practice. According
to the author, as bodies are shaped by particular relations to power and subjectivity, masochism
reveals the multiplicity of embodiments of difference. Masochism allows certain structures of
sensations to become attached to the differences in body/flesh: sensations individual and
shared, singular and multiple. Different bodies experience masochistic regimes of power
differently. As a result, one cannot assume that masochism is always a form of de-
subjectification or subversion, since what is seen as subversive depends on contexts and on
differential embodiments and sensations. Musser terms her methodology ‘empathetic reading’:
identifying the structures of sensation in various texts connected to the sensations and
corporeality of the reader. She emphasises the role of the sensations and embodiment of the
reader/writer as foundational for knowledge production. In the process of empathetic reading,
the reader through empathy and identification imagines his or her body in the place of the
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writer. This corporeal sensation allows the reader to understand the Other as a space of multiplicity
rather than as one of unification and transparency.

In Chapter 2, ‘Specters of domination: patriarchy, colonialism, and masochism’, Musser discusses radical
feminists and Frantz Fanon, for whom masochism implied white male privilege. For radical feminists in the
1980s, masochism was a manifestation of patriarchy since it reinforced power differences between the
partners and profound hatred for women. However, by conflating masochism with patriarchy, radical
feminists unintentionally reunited femininity with passivity and nurturing qualities, and masculinity with
domination and violence. Musser understands the ‘ideologies and sensational structures’ (p. 31) that
allowed feminists to see masochism ‘as a symptom of the normative’ (p. 26) as feelings of distance from
one’s own essential femininity and the Other, created through the process of looking. Musser notes that
for Fanon, masochism resulted from colonialism, racism and white privilege, and in contrast to white
men’s masochism, which is seen as a subversion of authority, black male masochism is naturalised and,
thus, not seen as intelligible. Musser continues that, according to Fanon, when white men occupy the
place of a masochist, feelings of being dominated are part of the process of othering black men as
aggressive and dangerous that gives them an illusionary agency. The illusion of black agency is similar to
the illusionary agency that is attached to the figure of the mistress in the case of the white male
masochist delegating control to a woman, when he is still in charge of the contract.

Chapter 3, ‘Objectification, complicity, and coldness: The Story of O’s narratives of femininity and
precarity’, considers the possibility that those without power might voluntarily choose their own
powerlessness. Is it the reproduction of injustice or empowerment? If someone who is already powerless
starts to enjoy this condition, does she reclaim the tools of her master or does she reproduce the
privilege of the master? Countering Simone de Beauvoir’s view that female masochist submission is
participation in one’s own objectification, making agency and transcendence impossible, Musser posits
that the female masochist is not completely devoid of agency when she performs the act of resistance
from within power by desiring her own objectification. According to Musser, masochism is ‘a mode of self-
fashioning in which agency and aesthetics collide’ as the female masochist is complicit in her submission
because she aims at receiving recognition and love from the other (p. 60). As a result, she exercises
agency under conditions of constraint and reality of structural powerlessness within patriarchy.
Therefore, for Musser, the question is not only whether the subaltern can speak but also whether the
subaltern can speak in the same language as their masters and still resist oppression and have agency.

Chapter 4, ‘Time, race, and biology: Fanon, Freud, and the labors of race’, addresses the ways in which
the black body has been rendered merely biological as an ahistorical plane of suffering, while Chapter 5,
‘Lacerated breasts: medicine, autonomy, pain’, analyses de-subjectification practices through illness and
pain: Musser analyses Bob Flanagan’s manipulation of pain during his performances as a way to achieve
autonomy and agency in his life overtaken by cystic fibrosis; Gilles Deleuze’s conception of pain, which
allows one to gain freedom of desire and go beyond the body organised into organs to pursue pleasure;
and Audre Lorde’s negotiations with and reflections on breast cancer pain as connecting her to
communities of oppressed women and releasing the erotic, and which are focused not on individual
sensations of suffering and self-negation but rather on affective relationships and new forms of kinship.
Musser links the works of these individuals with affective affinities that allow for a politicising of
objectification through illness.
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The work of Kara Walker and Morena Williams inspire Musser’s concluding reflections, in ‘Making flesh
matter’, on the experiences of black women in masochist power exchanges in relation to the history of
their oppression and the limits of their individual agency. According to Musser, black women are denied
agency in occupying a subjugated position when they are immediately read as members of an essential
category embedded in the historical narrative of slavery, of which their performance becomes
symptomatic. Musser indicts this negation of subaltern agency, rendered unrecognisable because of its
multiple expressive forms, and explores the conditions under which masochism can be enjoyable and the
subversive possibilities this can offer.

This review was written as part of Professor Lessie Jo Frazier’s graduate seminar ‘Transnational and
Global Feminist Theory and Praxis’ at Indiana University.

Polina Vlasenko
Indiana University Bloomington
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